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In some documents based on Excel (e.g. financial forms, some forms of Accounts in the Will Act, or form HUD-1), if you type text into a cell when you leave the cell, the text will change and will only appear as a series of pound marks (as well as numbers or hash signs), for example. In most cases, this means that the typed text or numbers are too small to fit in the cell. However, if you're typing into a large
multi-layered cell and you're using Excel 2007, this could be the result of a known error in Microsoft Excel itself. To get around this problem, you can change the formatting on the cell to General instead of Text. To do this, follow these steps: click the Edit document button to unlock the document so you can make changes to it. Tap the right cell mouse button with the signs of a pound in it, and choose the
cell format. On the left side, choose General instead of Text, and then click OK. After that, the text you typed should appear normally. Note: this issue was fixed by Microsoft in Excel 2010 and later. In a particular case, you can add a plus sign before the positive numbers, if you ins throw a plus sign in front of the number directly, the plus sign will not appear. In Excel, you can convert a format cell to add a
plus sign to a few positive numbers. Please read this article to find out more. Add a plus sign to several positive numbers with Format Cells Add plus sign to multiple positive numbers with Format Cells feature To add plus a sign in front of a few positive numbers, you just need to format the cell as the next steps:1. Choose the range you want to add plus a sign to positive numbers.2 Then click the right
button and select Format Cells from the context menu, see screenshot:3. In the Format Cells dialog field, click Custom under the Number tab and then enter 0;-0;0 in the Type text box, see screenshot:4. Then click OK, and your positive numbers were added plus marks right away. See screenshots: Kutools for excel's Change Sign of Values utility can quickly change the value mark, such as changing all
negative values to position or vice versa in Excel selection, as shown in the screenshot below. Download and try now! (30-day free route) Most Excel users will be used to work with the concept of displaying negative numbers in a sheet with a prior - a sign before the number, something like this below, where I have an example of monthly sales and month diference month after month of these sales figures.
Negative differences are easy to see. So how about making positive numbers the same way as identifying with the q sign before the numbers. In Excel, it's very easy to create these formats by formatting custom numbers in Excel. There are various monthly performances; obvious, so let's go ahead and make the positive just as obvious. Word of note..... If we only apply positive formatting to the data range
in the example above, we will wipe original formatting of negative values (not exactly what we want), so we must also take into account negative values and ensure that formatting is re-applied to them. This is as easy to do at the same time as applying post-conditional formatting. Choose the range of cells you want to format. Home Tab Group Room More Custom Room Formats Or Hit CTRL-1 to open the
Dialog Window of format cells Select custom type 0;-0;0 Hit Ok Here's the same data set with new formatting-what do you think? Both positive and negative are appopriately formatted (No 0;-0) along with empty link cells that have no formatting at all. This is the last;0 part of the formatting instructions for Excel. Have you ever used this type of formatting?. Do you think it matters to the impact of the data at
all? How to compress image sizes in Excel How to change the number of newly used Excel files displays, how to print the entire Excel book Immediately to monitor how many recent used Excel files displays for you Preventing user printing Excel workbook Easy to find the most commonly used Excel workbooks In the early days of work in Excel, you've probably seen random cells full of number marks (you
could call them pound marks). Here's what you can do to get rid of the number marks in Excel. The number of characters in Excel Usually, you'll see cells full of number marks if the column is too narrow to show the full number. This can be misleading if Excel shows part of the number, so the number of signs are displayed instead to alert you to the problem. Expand the column to solve this problem,
expand column C, so there is room for a full number. The quickest way to make a column the right width is to double click on the line between the C and D. Text cell titles filled with chim signs, what if the column is wide and the cell contains text rather than number - and it's full of number marks? The screenshot below selects the B2 cell. In the formula bar, you can see the text from the B2 cell, and the
letters are displayed there correctly. However, instead of displaying the text, the B2 cell is filled with license plates in one line at the top of the cell. The B2 cell is configured for Wrap Text, but the number marks are not wrapped. Cell B2 is formatted as text, not as a number or general. The wider column does not help There is a lot of text in this cell, but Excel should be able to handle up to 32,000 characters.
In A2 cell there is a len formula: LEN (B2) The result of this formula shows that the B2 cell has 1100 characters. This is good under the Excel limit. In this case, expanding the column won't fix the problem - you'll just get a wider column of tweet marks. Correcting text cells with numbers In this case, the problem is the cell number format - it is set as To fix text cells showing signs of numbers: Set the cell
format to The General, not the text. It's a strange decision, because the text seems to when you format a cell that contains text. Here's the same cell, with a common format. The good news is that this problem seems to be fixed in Excel 2010. This content has been archived and is no longer supported by Indiana University. The information here can no longer be accurate, and links may no longer be
available or reliable. If you see asterisks or pound signs in your cell instead of the data in the spreadsheet, this is usually because the column is not wide enough to show the value you entered. Lotus 1-2-3 displays asterisks when the column is too narrow; Excel displays the signs of the pound (me). If you've installed a spreadsheet app to show negative values in brackets, or data in currency or interest
format, you'll need to adjust the width of the column. Columns that display this data should be several spaces wider than the value of the data with the highest digit. Follow the appropriate steps below to change the width of the column. Excel Select a column title containing the signs of the pound (I). In the header area, place the mouse above the line on the right that will delineate the column. Your cursor
will become a one-way arrow with a vertical line leaks in the center. When you see this symbol, double-click. This will force Excel to increase the width of the column to match any possible value in this column. Lotus 1-2-3 In Lotus 1-2-3, use the /WCS (Set-width Work Column). Updated April 25, 2018 By Kevin Lee Excel tables display a number of numbers or pound signs like me in a cell when the column
is not big enough to display the information. This also happens if you have a cell formatted to show something other than what you need a table to show. All Excel versions do this, and most of the formulas in Excel are the same regardless of the version used. The quickest and easiest way to solve the problem is to move the mouse cursor to the title, where individual letters are displayed for each column.
On the right edge of the column in which the cell is located, hover until it turns into a plus sign with arrows at each end of the horizontal strip. Click on the left button of the right hand-controlled mouse, hold it and move the edge of the column to push the column and the box for the required width. Excel allows users to manage options to adapt the layout to suit your needs. If one or more spreadsheet cells
are too narrow, you can use them. If you want to change the size of a cell that contains numbers, it can appear if you make it too narrow. This only happens if it is to the left of another cell that contains content. This can also happen if you copy a number to a cell that is too narrow to display a number. Although the cell may have numbers, Excel still knows the value of the cell and displays it in the table's
formula bar. If many cells in the spreadsheet contain numbers, click on them individually and pay attention to their values in that bar. Hold a cursor over the cell to display the tip of the pop-up tool tool shows the actual numerical value of the cell. Make the problem go away by clicking on the right edge of the column in the header area, holding the left mouse button and dragging the cursor to the right until
the cell number appears. You can also select the cells that you would like to change the size, click the Home button and then click on the format feed tab. Click on the AutoFit Column Width menu option, and Excel changes the size of the cells so that their contents fit into them and the number marks disappear. If you type plain text into cells, you won't have this problem because Excel doesn't replace text
with number signs. Normally, you won't see numbers when you first enter a large number into a cell that's too narrow because Excel makes the cell wider to match the value. Number signs appear when you insert a large number from another cell or make the width of an existing cell smaller. Signs of a pound or number can also appear if the cell has a formula that generates a negative number. If a column
or cell is formatted to display a date and you enter a large number, it will also display pound symbols. Check the cell formatting by selecting the cell and pressing the right mouse button. A pop-up menu appears: click the Format Cell button at the bottom. In the menu, select the No. About the author After majoring in physics, Kevin Lee began writing professionally in 1989 when, as a software developer, he
also created technical articles for the Johnson Space Center. Today, this urban Texas cowboy continues to crank out high-quality software as well as non-technical articles covering a variety of topics ranging from gaming to current affairs. Affairs. why does excel show number signs. why does excel show pound signs
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